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Cerebral cortex thinning and cerebral blood flow (CBF) reduction are typically observed during normal
healthy aging. However, imaging-based age prediction models have primarily used morphological fea-
tures of the brain. Complementary physiological CBF information might result in an improvement in age
estimation. In this study, T1-weighted structural magnetic resonance imaging and arterial spin labeling
CBF images were acquired in 146 healthy participants across the adult life span. Sixty-eight cerebral
cortex regions were segmented, and the cortical thickness and mean CBF were computed for each region.
Linear regression with age was computed for each region and data type, and laterality and correlation
matrices were computed. Sixteen predictive models were trained with the cortical thickness and CBF
data alone as well as a combination of both data types. The age explained more variance in the cortical
thickness data (average R2 of 0.21) than in the CBF data (average R2 of 0.09). All 16 models performed
significantly better when combining both measurement types and using feature selection, and thus, we
conclude that the inclusion of CBF data marginally improves age estimation.

� 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Aging is known to affect the morphology and physiology of the
brain (Amin-Hanjani et al., 2014; Salat et al., 2004). In particular,
cortical thickness (Lemaitre et al., 2012) and cerebral blood flow
(CBF) (Rodgers et al., 2016) have been shown to decline with age.
One study explored how both gray matter volume and CBF change
with age (Chen et al., 2011a), and demonstrated reductions in ce-
rebral cortex volume and CBF, and a lower rate of volume reduction
in subcortical structures. The rate of thinning is also known to vary
between different regions of the cortex (Lemaitre et al., 2012), while
the spatial pattern of the rate of CBF reduction has not been
examined in detail across cortical regions. Age prediction has been
performed using brain morphology measurements in previous
oothills Campus, Health Sci-
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studies (Franke et al., 2012, 2013, 2015; Gaser et al., 2013; Valizadeh
et al., 2017). In these studies, features of the brain structure, such as
ventricular volume or cortical thickness, are used to estimate the
chronological age of the participants using a trained predictive
regression model. There are a number of applications of age pre-
diction modeling including detection and estimation of the severity
of various neurodegeneration diseases. However, segmentation of
the cortex into fine structures and exploration of the regional
changes with age on both cortical thickness and CBF in a cross-
sectional lifespan population study have not been reported. Nor
has the combination of regional cortical thickness and CBF been
explored for age prediction modeling to determine if additional
predicative power can be achieved.

Age is a risk factor for increased disease burden, decreased
physical fitness, and reduced cognitive performance. Furthermore,
physical fitness and cognition are known to negatively correlate
with age, as studies have shown a robust relationship between
cognition and VO2 max during aging (Bherer et al., 2013; Kirk-
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Sanchez and McGough, 2014; Wendell et al., 2014). In the study of
normal aging, generally, efforts are made to select participants free
of disease and cognitive deficiencies. A number of age-related dis-
eases such as cardiovascular disease and dementia come with
changes to cortical thickness and CBF (Fein et al., 2000; Fox and
Schott, 2004; Román et al., 2002; Ruitenberg et al., 2005). Thus,
investigating normal aging requires screening for disease and
cognitive impairment to ensure a healthy aging population.
Neuropsychiatric tests, self-reported medical history, and inspec-
tion of image data for incidental findings are other ways to help
ensure that participants are aging healthfully (i.e., not impaired by
confounding diseases). Nonetheless, it can be difficult or impossible
to identify and exclude patients in the pre-symptomatic phase of
certain disease of aging.

The pathophysiological relationship between cortical thinning
and blood flow reduction with aging remains unclear because it is
difficult to disentangle these effects empirically. Correlation be-
tween cortical thinning and CBF reduction likely exists, as both
measures decline with age in a somewhat linear fashion. However,
previous studies did not aim to investigate this specific relationship
in detail. In the case of white matter, volumes are shown to remain
constant with age (Chen et al., 2013; Good et al., 2002) while white
matter CBF is difficult to reliably measurewith arterial spin labeling
(ASL) (Alsop et al., 2015). Thus, CBF studies are practically limited to
gray matter regions.

For regional analysis of cortical thickness and CBF, an important
consideration is the method used for segmenting brain structures,
and there are a number of atlases available for separating the brain
into different anatomical regions (Balafar et al., 2010; Desikan et al.,
2006; Evans et al., 2012). Generally, a first step is to segment gray
and white matter in high-resolution anatomical T1-weighted
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) datasets (Balafar et al., 2010).
The cortex can be further subdivided into hemispheres and 4 lobes
per hemisphere. Vascular territory mapping is also possible with
advanced vessel-selective CBF measurements, whereby the brain is
subdivided into watershed regions of each vascular territory
(Pexman et al., 2001; Tatu et al., 1998). However, due to high inter-
participants differences between vascular territories and potential
mixing effects leading to overlap of territories, such a subdivision is
difficult for group analysis as the watersheds can be significantly
different between participants (Chappell et al., 2010; Jung, 2012;
Wong, 2007). Subdividing the cortex based on anatomical regions is
not only a common method for volumetric or thickness assess-
ments, it is also acceptable for regional CBF analyses. One widely
used atlas for this purpose is the Desikan-Killiany atlas, available in
the FreeSurfer processing pipeline, which separates the cerebral
cortex into 34 regions per hemisphere (Desikan et al., 2006), and
has been shown to be a robust automated strategy. Although the
cortex can be parsed into even finer regions (Destrieux et al., 2010),
the low resolution and signal to noise ratio (SNR) characteristic of
ASL CBF data make small regions of interest inappropriate.

To better characterize the features used when modeling, an
investigation of laterality and correlation coefficients can also be
conducted. Blood flow in the brain is known to have some hemi-
spheric laterality (i.e., asymmetry), varying between different re-
gions of the brain (Chen et al., 2011a; MacDonald and Frayne, 2015).
Compared to CBF, cortical thickness shows a lesser degree of lat-
erality (MacDonald et al., 2018b). Cortical thickness is often used to
calculate a correlation matrix (Chen et al., 2011b; Gong et al., 2012),
showing the relationships between thickness in the different
cortical regions. To our knowledge, such a matrix has not been
obtained for regional CBF measurements.

Age prediction from brain morphology has been investigated by
several groups and has been suggested to be a surrogate measure of
brain health by comparing estimated age with chronological age
(Franke et al., 2010; Gaser et al., 2013; Tustison et al., 2014;
Valizadeh et al., 2017). However, these studies are usually limited to
regional volumes determined using anatomical T1-weighted MRI
data. Previous works have indicated that the incorporation of
functional connectivity could improve age prediction (Liem et al.,
2017; Tian et al., 2016). In 2016, Cherubini et al. (2016) used a
multimodal feature space including T1 anatomical, T2* relaxometry
and diffusion tensor imaging, and showed that their multimodal
approach was better than an individual modality. Since it is well
known that blood flow also declines with age, it may provide
additional information to more accurately estimate age from MRI
data. There are many predictive modeling algorithms available and
each is known to handle datasets with varying performance
depending on the unique characteristics of data (Kuhn and Johnson,
2013).

The aim of this work is to determine if regional CBF measure-
ments in combination with cortical thickness measurements can
improve the prediction of brain age compared to using cortical
thickness alone. We hypothesized that the addition of regional CBF
data would improve age prediction accuracy. This study assessed
the feature space of regional cortical thickness and CBF measure-
ments across the healthy adult lifespan, to determine rates of
decline with age, as well as the laterality and correlation matrices.
Group analysis of CBF reductionwas also performedwith the aim of
revealing how the blood flow changes on a voxel-wise basis. Age
prediction with the incorporation of both regional cortical thick-
ness and CBF was undertaken to understand how various predictive
models would perform using one versus both measures when
estimating the chronological age of healthy participants.
2. Methods

2.1. Study cohort

As part of an ongoing population study, the Calgary normative
study, participants were recruited from the local Calgary commu-
nity through poster advertising. This study was approved by the
University of Calgary Research Ethics Board and informed written
consent was obtained from all participants. Participants underwent
an MRI session, completed a Montreal Cognitive Assessment
(Nasreddine et al., 2005), and provided a brief medical history. Data
were included if participants had an MoCA score >25 and reported
no significant neurological or psychiatric history. All MRI data were
also visually screened for incidental findings and quality control.
After quality control, data from 146 participants (58 men, 88
women; 18e87 years) were included. The age distribution is shown
in Fig. 1.
2.2. Magnetic resonance imaging

All imaging data were collected at a single center using a 3T MRI
(Discovery 750; GE Healthcare) and a 12-channel neurovascular
head coil. T1-weighted anatomical and ASL images were acquired
for this analysis. The T1-weighted magnetization prepared rapid
gradient echo mam scan had an isotropic image resolution of 1 mm
andwas acquiredwith inversion time (TI)/repetition time (TR)/echo
time (TE)/flip angle (a) of 650/5.84/2.36 ms/8�. The 3-dimensional
pseudo-continuous ASL was acquired with 30 slices, each 5-mm
thick, and a spiral readout trajectory with an effective in-plane
resolution of 2.33 mm. Label duration and post label delay were
1450 and 2025 ms, respectively (values close to those recom-
mended by the ASL consensus white paper; Alsop et al., 2015). In
addition, an M0 reference image was collected and used along with
the ASL images to calculate absolute CBF (Alsop et al., 2015).



Fig. 1. Summary of age and sex demographic information.
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2.3. Processing and measurements

T1-weighted images were processed using the recommended
pipeline in FreeSurfer version 5.3.0 (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.
edu/). The cerebral cortex was segmented and parcellated into 34
regions per hemisphere using the Desikan-Killiany (Desikan et al.,
2006) atlas. Processing was performed by running the recon-all
function, which is a standard call to process anatomical data with
FreeSurfer. Briefly, the FreeSurfer pipeline for segmentation and
cortical parcellation involves skull stripping (Ségonne et al., 2004),
registration to a template space (Collins et al., 1994), intensity
normalization (Sled et al., 1998), white matter segmentation,
tessellation of the gray matter-white matter boundary, and auto-
mated topology correction (Ségonne et al., 2007; Fischl et al., 2001).
The tessellated surfaces are used to define the inner and outer
white matter boundaries, which are required for the calculation of
cortical thickness (Dale et al., 1999; Dale and Sereno, 1993; Fischl
and Dale, 2000). Following surface inflation (Fischl et al., 1999),
cortical parcellation with respect to gyral and sulcal structure is
performed (Desikan et al., 2006; Fischl et al., 2004). Cortical
thickness is calculated as the closest distance from the gray-white
boundary to the gray-cerebral spinal fluid boundary at each ver-
tex on the tessellated white matter surface (Fischl and Dale, 2000).
Average thickness was calculated for each parcellated region and
for each hemisphere, resulting in 70 measurements per partici-
pants. All cortical segmentations were manually inspected for er-
rors and 1 participant was removed from the analysis due to poor
segmentation quality. The processing was performed on a parallel
computer cluster (Cedar Cluster, Compute Canada; operating with
CentOS and a 3.6 petaflop capacity, jobs ran on nodes with Intel E5-
2683 v4 “Broadwell” 2.1 GHz processors).

Partial volume error correction was conducted by using the
method described in 2017 by Zhao et al. (2017), using the tissue
probability maps to solve for the CBF in the gray matter (GM) and
white matter (WM) components yielding 2 maps of CBF. Tissue
probability maps were calculated using the FSL’s FAST algorithm
(Zhang et al., 2001) on the T1-weighted images and then registered
with an affine transformation to the CBF images using Advanced
Normalization Tools (ANTs) (Avants et al., 2011). A 3 � 3 kernel was
used to consider the WM and GM probabilities in the surrounded
voxels. A 9 � 2 equation was used along with the 9 CBF values for a
system of equations to solve for the GM and WM component CBF;
only the GM values were used in the next parts of the analysis.

CBF images were registered with an affine transformation to the
participant-specific T1-weighted images, and the same parcellated
cortical regions used for thickness estimation were used to deter-
mine the corresponding regional mean CBF. Twenty-one partici-
pants were removed due to insufficient CBF image quality (motion,
poor registration, or other artifacts); this combined with the
participant removed for poor image quality left the study with 146
participants in the analysis.

To visualize the CBF reduction with age over the whole brain on
a voxel-wise basis, the ASL images (prior to CBF calculation) were
also registered to the International Consortium for Brain Mapping
atlas (Mazziotta et al., 2001) employing a non-linear registration, so
that group averages and voxel-wise regression maps could be
computed. All registrations were implemented with ANTs v2.2 us-
ing amutual information cost function and linear interpolation, and
manually inspected for errors and, where appropriate, constraints
were adjusted to improve registration accuracy.

2.4. Analysis of feature space

Linear regression was performed for each cortical region and for
each data type and the R2 was recorded to investigate howmuch of
the variation in thickness and CBF could be explained by age.
Spearman correlation tests were calculated to investigate the
relationship between cortical thickness and CBF versus age for each
region and to determine if there was a significant effect of age.
Spearman was used instead of Pearson correlation because it does
not assume any underlying distribution. Regions meeting p < 0.05
and p < 0.0007 significance levels were recorded. Laterality index
was computed between the left and right hemispheres as (L�R)/
(LþR) for regions of each data type. A multivariate analysis of
covariance (MANCOVA) test was then run to determine the effect of
sex with a p < 0.01 considered significant.

A hierarchical analysis was performed by calculating the R2 for
several subdivisions of the CBF gray matter, including all of gray
matter, 2 hemispheres, 8 hemispheric lobes, and 68 cortical regions.
The average regression coefficient (R2) was then computed at each
hierarchical level. This analysis sheds light on the effect of sepa-
rating the CBF features into smaller and smaller regions.

Finally, correlation matrices of cortical thickness and CBF mea-
surements were computed for all regions. The Shannon entropy of
the Eigen spectrum of these correlation matrices was calculated,
(HðAÞ ¼ � P

i
lilog2li, where li is the ith Eigen component of

matrix A), where uncorrelated predictors would have an entropy of
0 and a full correlation of 68 predictors would have an entropy
of �413.9. A correlation between cortical thickness and CBF mea-
surements was performed to determine how much variance was
shared between the 2 data types.

2.5. Predictive models

Several predictive models were trained to estimate the chro-
nological age of participants given 3 cases of the data: (1) cortical
thickness only, (2) CBF only, and (3) both. Models were built and
trained using R (version 3.5.0) (R Core Team, 2018) and processing
was performed on the same compute cluster mentioned above. The
16 most common regression model types used for age prediction
were tested: (1) multiple linear regression (MLR) (Graybill, 1976),
(2) partial least squares (PLS) (Stone and Brooks, 1990; Wold, 1966;
Wold et al., 1987), (3) ridge regression (RR) (Hoerl and Kennard,
1970), (4) elastic net (ENET) (Hui and Trevor, 2005), (5) neural
network (NN) (Bishop and Bishop, 1995; Michael, 2010; Ripley,
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2007), (6) multivariate adaptive regression splines (Friedman,
1991), (7e9) linear, radial basis function, and polynomial support
vector machine (lSVM, rSVM, pSVM) (Drucker et al., 1997; Smola,
1996), (10) k-nearest neighbors (Altman, 1992), (11) simple classi-
fication and regression tree (Breiman et al., 1984; Leo et al., 1984),
(12) decision treewith regression at the nodes (M5) tree (Wang and
Witten, 1996), (13) bagged trees (Breiman, 1996), (14) random for-
est (Breiman, 2001), (15) boosted trees (Friedman, 2001), and (16)
cubist (Quinlan, 1987, 1992, 1993). Many model types were selected
to assess the generalizability of feature space to predict age (Kuhn
and Johnson, 2013). Many of the models had one or more param-
eters that required tuning, which was performed across a tuning
grid. Features were scaled to appropriate dynamic ranges for each
model type, and hyperparameters were tuned in inner cross vali-
dations. The parameters were optimized by minimizing the root
mean square error employing a leave-one-out cross validation. To
evaluate the performance of each model, the coefficient of deter-
mination (R2) corresponding to the optimal root mean square error
was recorded. Due to the smaller group size, no hold out dataset
was used.

For feature selection, the features were ranked with ReliefF
(Robnik-�Sikonja and Kononenko, 2003), and sequentially removed.
With this methodology, the features are ranked with the ReliefF
algorithm and the lowest ranked feature is removed and then the
Fig. 2. Polar plot indicating the R2 regression with age parameter of the cortical thickness
regions, the cortical thickness measurements have higher R2 than the cerebral blood flow
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
process stated in the above paragraph is repeated. This process is
repeated until there is only one feature left. The feature set that
yields the lowest root mean square error is then considered to be
the optimal feature set for the given method. R2 results with and
without feature selection are reported to determine the effect of
feature selection with respect to improvements in model
performance.

The outcomes from the predictive models were used to test
the hypothesis that combining CBF data with cortical thickness
data would provide a better estimate of age than using the
cortical thickness or CBF data alone. The residuals of the cortical
thickness and CBF measurements, as well as residuals from the
models using cortical thickness and models made of both mea-
surement types were compared with a Friedman test and a p <

0.0007 was considered significant. The Friedman test was
selected as it is used to detect differences between multiple test
attempts. Tests were also performed between the cortical thick-
ness and CBF models to test if one data type performed signifi-
cantly better.

3. Results

Fig. 2 shows a polar plot to illustrate the differences in regional
R2 with age for the cortical thickness and CBF data. In general, the R2
(blue) and cerebral blood flow (red) in 68 cortex regions. For the vast majority of the
measurements. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
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is lower for the CBF data, which indicates that less of the variance in
the CBF data can be explained by age. The average R2 for the cortical
thickness regressions is 0.21, while the average R2 for the CBF re-
gressions is 0.09. When considering all regions, 49 regions have a
higher R2 in the cortical thickness measurements, while only 19
regions have a higher R2 in the CBF measurements. In cases where
the R2 is higher for the CBF regressions, thesemeasurements tended
to occur in regions where cortical thickness is known to be affected
less by age (Lemaitre et al., 2012), and the CBF tends to reduce at a
more equal level independent of the region. The Spearman corre-
lation tests of cortical thickness versus age yield 59/68 statistically
significant regions at p < 0.05 and 55/68 regions at p < 0.0007,
while 61/68 CBF measurements had a statistically significant
regressionwith age at p < 0.05 and 40/68 at p < 0.0007. These tests
indicate that evenwith a very highmultiple comparisons correction
factor, many of these regressions are still significant. MANCOVA
tests indicated statistically significant differences between male
and females (p < 0.01).

For the hierarchical analysis, the average R2 was 0.112, 0.109,
0.101, and 0.093; for all of gray matter, the 2 hemispheres, 8
hemispheric lobes, and 68 cortical regions, respectively. There is a
small reduction in the R2 when comparing all of gray matter to the
68 cortical regions; however, in the latter case there are many more
measured features available for modeling. This result suggests that
finer selection of the regions will yield more useful features with
only a slightly lower R2.

Figs. 3 and 4 show the laterality indices and correlationmatrices,
respectively. CBF measurements had more laterality and were more
highly correlated across regions than cortical thickness measure-
ments. Structural correlationmatrices have been shown in previous
studies (Chen et al., 2011a; Gong et al., 2012), and this matrix is
consistent with those reported previously. The Shannon entropy of
the Eigen spectrum from the correlation matrices yielded �143.9
and �274.3 for the cortical thickness and CBF data types, respec-
tively, reflecting greater correlation between regions in the CBF
data.
Fig. 3. Hemispheric laterality indices for cortical thickness and CBF. Laterality index ¼ (L�R)
CBF, cerebral blood flow.
Fig. 5 shows result of registering all CBF images to atlas space
and computing the regression on a voxel-wise basis, yielding CBF
group average and regression maps. Generally, the rate of change is
higher in cortical gray matter, and slightly lower in subcortical gray
matter. There is effectively no change inwhite matter; however, the
method used to measure CBF does not provide reliable white
matter perfusion estimates. The consistent rate of CBF reduction
with age across the cortical gray matter is consistent with corre-
lations observed in Fig. 4, as perfusion in all cortical regions is
reducing from a similar level at the similar rate. Although we report
an intercept map from the linear regression, CBF is known to have a
non-linear property during the developmental years between birth
and late teenage years (Ogawa et al., 1989). Thus, these numbers
should not be used to extrapolate over that range. R2 was largest
near the feeding vessels (middle cerebral artery, anterior cerebral
artery). In the supplemental data please find the computed
regression maps.

Fig. 6 shows the performance of the 16 predictive models. pSVM
performed best with an R2 of 0.63 and 0.64, without and with
feature selection, respectively. The feature rankings are shown in
Table 1. The pSVM model had a mean absolute error of 7.8 and
7.5 years, without and with feature selection, respectively. The first
8 methods all performed slightly better when including CBF mea-
surements, as opposed to using just cortical thickness measure-
ments (pSVM, RR, ENET, PLS, boosted trees, cubist, rSVM, and
bagged trees). In general, most of the models had similar perfor-
mance when including just the cortical thickness data. Without
feature selection, R2 ranged between 0.43 and 0.61, while models
trained with CBF data only had more variation in their performance
with R2 ranging between 0.16 and 0.54. Feature selection resulted in
small improvements in many of themethods but had a large impact
on theMLRmodel. The age estimates for the best performingmodel
is shown in Fig. 7.

A summary of the Friedman tests is shown in Table 2. Therewere
no statistical differences found between the cortical thickness and
CBF residuals, despite the large deviations in the R2. Without
/(L þ R). Plotted are mean (gray bar) and standard deviation (error bars). Abbreviation:



Fig. 4. Correlation matrix of cortical thickness (lower left diagonal) and cerebral blood flow (upper right diagonal). Since the correlation matrices are symmetrical only half of each
matrix is shown and the 2 are concatenated. The cerebral blood flow data are more highly correlated than the cortical thickness.
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feature selection, the cubist, NN, and simple classification and
regression tree models had significantly better performance when
using the combined feature set compared to the cortical thickness
features alone. With feature selection, 5 models did perform
significantly betterdthe pSVM, ENET, PLS, boosted trees, and
multivariate adaptive regression spline models.
4. Discussion

Our results demonstrate that CBF can be used to improve age
estimation compared to cortical thickness alone. Although the
differences are small, there are significant improvements for many
of the models considered here, according to the Friedman tests,
demonstrating that CBF does add additional information that can
improve age prediction. Including CBF data in more sophisticated
age prediction models, such as deep learning (Cole et al., 2017),
convolutional NN (Li et al., 2018), and generalized Gaussian pro-
cesses (Gutierrez Becker et al., 2018), may show further improve-
ments. Additionally, the inclusion of CBF in age prediction should
increase sensitivity to diseases with reduced blood flow, such as
aneurysm (MacDonald et al., 2015, 2016) and as Alzheimer's disease
(Roher et al., 2012). The utility of the current work also lies in the
characterization of the feature space, with regression, correlation,
and laterality. Normative CBF and cortical thickness rate changes
were presented (a regression map of the CBF rate of change is
provided in the supplemental materials). This work also demon-
strates a framework for assessing the performance of an additional
modality to age prediction.
The results of this study lead to a few generalizable observations,
including: (1) aging was associated with lower R2 in CBF data than
cortical thickness, (2) there is more laterality in cortical CBF than
cortical thickness, (3) CBF is more correlated between regions than
cortical thickness, (4) group average maps indicate that the
reduction of CBF with age is constrained primarily to gray matter
with similar rates of change across regions, (5) age prediction can
perform slightly better with the inclusion of CBF data when a
suitable model type is used, and (6) feature selection improves age
prediction modeling. Of course, results may vary slightly with
different population samples or acquisition parameters not
explored in this study.

We found that more variance can be explained by age in the
cortical thickness than CBF. This finding can be rationalized as CBF
measurements havemore physiological variance unrelated to aging
than cortical thickness measurements, such as variable cardiac
output, caffeine consumption, fitness levels, and blood CO2 levels
(Berman et al., 2018). Methodological issues such as lower SNR and
resolution of the ASL image data are also factors that may
contribute to this result.

Compared to previous similar studies of cortical thickness and
CBF (Lemaitre et al., 2012; MacDonald and Frayne, 2015), this study
adds new information including the predictive analysis. It has been
reported that cortical thickness changes are typically bilateral, and
often, only the bilateral average cortical thickness values are re-
ported (Lemaitre et al., 2012). CBF measurements exhibit more
laterality than cortical thickness (Chen et al., 2011a; MacDonald and
Frayne, 2015). There was a high degree of correlation in the CBF
measurements, an average coefficient of 0.73 (as opposed to 0.40 in



Fig. 5. Group analysis of CBF versus age map. In addition to calculating the average CBF, a regression was performed on each voxel to obtain the slope, R2, and intercept. The gray
matter cortical regions have a decrease of 0.4e0.6 mL/100 g/min/y. Abbreviation: CBF, cerebral blood flow.

Fig. 6. Performance of predictive models. Three sets of data were used to calibrate each model, the blue � uses the cortical thickness data, the red plus sign uses the CBF data, and
the black dot uses both the cortical thickness and CBF data. The model types are sorted from by the performance with the combined dataset. The right most plot shows the change in
the R2 with feature selection. Abbreviations: CART, simple classification and regression tree; ENET, elastic net; KNN, k-nearest neighbors; lSVM, linear support vector machine;
MARS, multivariate adaptive regression splines; MLR, multiple linear regression; NN, neural network; PLS, partial least squares; pSVM, polynomial support vector machine; RR,
ridge regression; rSVM, radial support vector machine. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Table 1
Top 15 ranked features using the feature selection for each data type

Rank Top cortical thickness features Top CBF features

1 lh-Insula lh-Transverse temporal cortex
2 lh-Frontal pole lh-Caudal middle frontal gyrus
3 lh-Lingual gyrus rh-Caudal middle frontal gyrus
4 rh-Insula lh-Caudal anterior cingulate cortex
5 rh-Medial orbital frontal cortex lh-Superior parietal cortex
6 lh-Superior parietal cortex lh-Average
7 lh-Rostral anterior cingulate cortex rh-Fusiform gyrus
8 rh-Middle temporal gyrus lh-Rostral anterior cingulate cortex
9 rh-Pars triangularis lh-Fusiform gyrus
10 rh-Superior frontal gyrus rh-Cuneus cortex
11 lh-Precentral gyrus lh-Posterior cingulate cortex
12 rh-Superior parietal cortex lh-Rostral middle frontal gyrus
13 rh-Lateral orbital frontal cortex rh-Middle temporal gyrus
14 rh-Rostral anterior cingulate cortex lh-Banks superior temporal sulcus
15 lh-Rostral middle frontal gyrus lh-Inferior temporal gyrus

Key: lh, left hemisphere; rh, right hemisphere.
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cortical thickness), which implies that if blood flow in any one re-
gion is reduced, a similar effect is seen in all other regions. The
Shannon entropy of the Eigen spectrum from the correlation
matrices yielded �143.9 and �274.3 for the cortical thickness and
CBF data types, respectively (fully uncorrelated predictors would
have an entropy of 0, while a full correlation of 68 predictors would
have an entropy of �413.9). From this result, it is clearly more
beneficial to parcellate the cortical thickness as opposed to the CBF
data, as each regional cortical thickness measurement has more
independent information than a regional CBF measurement.

Due to the scope of the experiment, there are many limitations,
such as the methods used to acquire the data, particularly ASL
which has many nuanced methodologies, as well as the choice of
population and choices regarding the processing pipeline. CBF is
heavily sensitized to the blood arrival time, and future work might
reveal this is a significant source of the change in CBF.

Cortical thickness and CBF measurements are not necessarily
changing linearly with age, particularly in the younger age ranges
(Ogawa et al., 1989). Due to the variability in the data and relatively
small sample size, a linear approximation is appropriate. Inclusion
of more participants would allow amore precise piecewise linear or
non-linear modeling method. Linear regression is also susceptible
to leveraging (particularly when there is a non-uniform age
Fig. 7. Estimated age versus chronological age for the best trained model. Abbrevia-
tions: CBF, cerebral blood flow; pSVM, polynomial support vector machine.
distribution), whereby a point at the beginning or end of the sample
skews the regression. Although there are some quantitative
methods for commuting regression leverage of each of the points,
visual inspection of the plots will often suffice and so we inspected
each of the regression plots for leveraging effects but did not need
to remove any outliners.

Sex-based differences also exist for both cortical thickness and
CBF. In our datasets, MANCOVA tests indicated statistically signifi-
cant differences between male and females (p < 0.001). So, incor-
poration of sex as a feature into some models would intuitively
improve prediction. Incorporating sex into some models such as
MLR is more nuanced, as it is a binary input and the model only
takes continuous variables. A strategy around this would be to train
different models for each sex; however, this would require more
participants as there would be twice the number of parameters in
the model. Furthermore, there are many other parameters, which
could also be incorporated into our models such as handedness,
smoking status, physical fitness, ethnicity, genetic markers, and so
on. However, a larger sample size and uniform sampling across
these features would be required to explore these features sys-
tematically. In this work, we aimed to produce a model that uses
only brain mapping features and have excluded these other effects.

Machine learning models use training data, and this data can be
seen as the experience of the model. Thus, all methods are limited
by the quality of the training data. In this experiment, we have
made an effort to have a representative healthy population, by
ensuring there are no major neurological or cognitive impairments.
There is potential for many conditions which may skew an indi-
vidual in the population to have either a particularly low or high
features, such as Alzheimer’s disease or a particularly robust cere-
brovascular system into late life, respectively. In fact, some brain
age prediction models use the deviation in the chronological age
and estimated age as an indicator of neurodegeneration (Gaser
et al., 2013). A model using only the CBF features would thus be
more sensitive to changes in the cerebrovascular health, and the
combined models would be sensitive to both brain structure and
cerebrovascular health.

The number of participants included in this study is not as large
as some other recent studies that aim to develop and evaluate
predictive models of age, based only on morphological features;
databases with between approximately 1000e3000 participants
have yielded an R2 of closer to 0.8 or 0.9, and mean absolute dif-
ferences between 4 and 5 (MacDonald et al., 2018b; Valizadeh et al.,
2017). The aim of this paper is not to achieve lower mean absolute
errors than previous studies. Rather, we sought to investigate the



Table 2
Friedman test outcomes

Machine learning type No feature selection Feature selection

CBF - cortical thickness Cortical thickness - both CBF - cortical thickness Cortical thickness - both

pSVM p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
ENET p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
RR p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
PLS p ¼ 0.0282 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
rSVM p ¼ 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
Cubist p ¼ 0.0008 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
Boosted trees p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
NN p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
Random forest p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
M5 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
Bagged trees p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
KNN p ¼ 0.0562 p ¼ 0.0056 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
MARS p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
lSVM p ¼ 0.0021 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
CART p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
MLR p ¼ 0.0144 p ¼ 0.3893 p ¼ 0.0244 p < 0.0007

CBF - cortical thickness Cortical thickness - both CBF - cortical thickness Cortical thickness - both

pSVM p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
ENET p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
RR p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
PLS p ¼ 0.0282 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
rSVM p ¼ 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
Cubist p ¼ 0.0008 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
Boosted trees p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
NN p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
Random forest p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
M5 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
Bagged trees p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
KNN p ¼ 0.0562 p ¼ 0.0056 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
MARS p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
lSVM p ¼ 0.0021 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
CART p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007 p < 0.0007
MLR p ¼ 0.0144 p ¼ 0.3893 p ¼ 0.0244 p < 0.0007

These tests show the results of the Friedman tests between residuals for different prediction models and different subsets of features. Cells that are gray indicate significance
(p < 0.0007). With feature selection, and when including both CBF and cortical thickness data (rightmost column) all model types performed statistically better.
Key: CART, simple classification and regression tree; CBF, cerebral blood flow; ENET, elastic net; KNN, k-nearest neighbors; lSVM, linear support vector machine; MARS,
multivariate adaptive regression splines; MLR, multiple linear regression; NN, neural network; PLS, partial least squares; pSVM, polynomial support vector machine; RR, ridge
regression; rSVM, radial support vector machine.
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additive value of CBF data using a smaller database with very
consistent data (one scanner, a consistent imaging protocol,
detailed quality assurance). However, having a larger database with
more than 1000 participants with CBF and structural MRI data
would allow for a large holdout data sample andmore training data,
which could yield higher R2 than those shown in Fig. 6. Such a large
single dataset is not currently available and combining multiple
databases can reduce data consistency (MacDonald et al., 2018b).
Due to the limited number of participants in our study we could not
use a holdout dataset and therefore preformed a cross validation
analysis and were conservative not to allow overfitting. A recent
study considered more advanced features using a patch-based
method, which outperformed all other previous studies (Beheshti
et al., 2019); how effective such an approach would be with com-
bined cortical thickness and CBF remains to be determined.

The voxel-wise regression maps (Fig. 5) are consistent with a
previous study, by Chen et al. (2011a), which examined the rates of
change in averaged cortical gray matter and averaged subcortical
graymatter. In this study, it was found that the rate of change of CBF
was higher in the cortex, and lower in the subcortical regions.

Of the different machine learning types, models which inher-
ently penalized non-informative coefficients tended to perform
better without feature selection. For example, the pSVM, RR, ENET,
and PLS all penalize or reduce the effect of non-informative features
and were top performing methods without feature selection, while
MLR, which equally weights the features, performed poorly. So,
there was not a large improvement with feature selection inmodels
that inherently penalized features, while there was a large
improvement in some other models, particularly MLR. We previ-
ously published results using MLR with a feature reduction strategy
to improve performance with cortical thickness and CBF data
showing how this improvement takes place as a function of the
number of features (MacDonald et al., 2018a). In this work, the
ReliefF feature ranking approach was used, which is a widely used
and accepted method; however, there are several other feature
selection algorithms that could have been used.

This work presents a framework that can be easily expanded to
further improve the age estimation by including other modalities
that are known to vary with age, such as quantitative T1 and T2
mapping (Kumar et al., 2012; Steen et al., 1995), quantitative sus-
ceptibility mapping (Bilgic et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2018), diffusion
imaging (Chen et al., 2013; Hsu et al., 2008), and resting state
functional MRI fluctuations (Ferreira and Busatto, 2013; Koch et al.,
2010). However, as the number of features is increased, the required
number of samples to adequately train the models also increases.
Also, knowledge of the feature space will help to reduce redundant
information. For example, it is known that the quantitative T1 and
T2, and quantitative susceptibility mapping change with age are
predominately driven by tissue iron concentration in the subcor-
tical structures (Ogg and Steen, 1998). Thus, including more than
one of these imaging modalities may provide little benefit. Simi-
larly, phase contrast volume flow rates in the cerebral vessels are
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associated with age (Amin-Hanjani et al., 2014). However, the
incorporation of phase contrast flow measurements and CBF in the
same predicative model may add redundant information of mini-
mal value. Although it is best to have features be completed un-
correlated, since cortical thickness and CBF tend to be trending in a
given direction with age, there is expected to be some correlation.

More variance can be explained by age in cortical thickness
measurements than CBF measurements. This may be due to CBF
measurements from the inherently low resolution and SNR in ASL.
Furthermore, the CBF can change due to systemic physiological
parameters such as heart rate, blood pressure, caffeine consump-
tion, and blood carbon dioxide levels. Unfortunately, each of these
parameters creates an additional source of variance, which may
obscure the total variance that can be explained by age. However,
the unexplained variance of both data types can likely be attributed
to inter-participant variability from a variety of sources, and there
are more of these sources contributing to CBF than cortical thick-
ness. Furthermore, CBF is known to increase in variance with age
(Amin-Hanjani et al., 2014), leading to less accurate estimates at
this end of the age range.

There is more laterality in CBF than cortical thickness, yet high
correlation between regional CBF values. The flow reduction maps
(Fig. 5) corroborate this effect by demonstrating a consistent
reduction in flow across the cortex. We have previously demon-
strated blood flow laterality with phase contrast imaging
(MacDonald and Frayne, 2015), and some other studies have found
flow laterality in CBF measurements (Chen et al., 2011a). Similar
regional flow asymmetry was found in this study. Some correlative
effect is expected as both measures are reducing with age.

5. Conclusion

Wemeasured cortical thickness and CBF changes during healthy
aging and inspected their regression, correlation, and laterality to
better understand the feature space. We showed that 8 of the 16
models performed slightly better at estimating chronological age
when CBF was combined with cortical thickness. Depending on the
performance metric considered, either max R2 or the statistical
significance, the pSVM or cubist models perform best, respectively.
Careful feature interrogation, model selection, calibration, and
training should be undertaken when incorporating new image
feature types from alternative modalities. Although we obtained
only a marginal improvement in brain age prediction with the
incorporation of CBF, additional information is contained in the CBF
and more advanced predictive models may further improve per-
formance. Detection of pathologies that have an associated blood
flow changes should also be enhanced with the inclusion of CBF.
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